SalesPulse
Value
Selling

Why SalesPulse Value Selling?

•

This SVS process addresses SalesPulse’s organizational facing aspects of the bid. It is a handbook combining the
available guidelines, processes and tools and pointing to relevant material available.

•

To increase the quality and effectiveness of our proposals, we need to..
○ Establish a strong client relationship, which should (ideally) be established before the proposal
○ Retain a sales perspective and rely on the sales individuals to own proposal and help to discover the winning

solution, pricing and timing
○ Have efficient and timely communication between departments, to ensure that the highest quality of proposal

and delivery is achieved
○ Rely heavily on good knowledge of the sector, account and competitive landscape

Objectives SalesPulse Value Selling
• Stop bidding on those we
can’t win
• Increase proposal quality
• Create a compelling value
proposition
• Improve Knowledge Capture
& Re-use

• Recognise the different skills
and knowledge required on
a bid
• Manage the availability of
appropriate skills and
resources

Increase the
Win Rate

Healthy bid effort
vs reward

Improve bid
resourcing

Increase funnel
hygiene

• Provide a simple
process that people
see value in using –
SVS
• Get clear roles,
responsibilities and
bid timelines

• Obtain more accurate
insights into funnel via
Dynamics
• Get early warning of
bids expected to come
in

We have established windesk to boost professionalism
of the proposal process and increase the winrate
Q1
Client engagement

S-Discover
Several activities taking
place before the actual
proposal creation
process

Q2
Winning
solution

Winning
strategy

Q3
Winning
proposition

S-Define
Define “question
behind the
question”

Contracting

Confirm

Formulate
winning solution
that we can offer

Creating
commercial offer

Delivery

Finalize contract

Evaluation

Obtain signature

Post-proposal
knowledge capture

Finetuning
Define winning
approach

Deal Qualification
Define timelines

Align with
internal
stakeholders,
ideally also with
client

Finalize
quotation

`

Time
4

10%

33%

90%

Improvement

100%

Definitions
SalesPulse Value Selling (SVS): A process designed to bring guidance to a deal lifecycle and to ensure a smooth
transition from commerce into operations, and to ensure that the "winning" team is involved in each phase
Windesk: The sales process enabler. Organizes the SVS-review board and runs the organizational aspects of
proposals. Moreover, it supports in knowledge capture and deal review
SVS-review board: Helps each opportunity to switch to the next phase in the process. Has a focus on increasing
the win chance and closing acceleration. The discussed content and participants depend on both the size and
phase of the deal.

While striving for Active References SalesPulse Value Selling
(SVS) is our way of working
Sales Discover

COMMERCE + SOLUTIONS
(+ PMO)

Sales indiv. in the lead,
working with solutions

S-

Sales indiv. in the lead

•
•
•

Sales Define

COMMERCE

Who do we need to speak with?

•
•
•

What do we need to understand?
Is the sense of potential correct?

Can we pin-point the potential?
What is it exactly that the client needs?
Where can we best help?

S-

OPERATIONS

Deliver
Sales indiv. hands over to Ops,
stays in touch

•
•

How is value best delivered?
Sales indiv. stays close, to see if
new/ cross-sell opportunities arise

= WINDESK INVOLVEMENT
1: In confirm phase via PMO to OPS & Consulting,
2: Solutions is a mix from “commercial solutions” and CTO/ consulting experts

Confirm1
Sales indiv. in the lead,
working with “virtual team”

COMMERCE +
SOLUTIONS2 +
PMO1

•
•

How do we prove potential value?

•

Present finished proposal

Define proposal together with Ops,
ideally involve Proj. Mngr.

Why discover
•

During this phase we identify the right opportunities in order to select which ones to pursue
○ We are mainly looking for understanding:
- do we know enough to build the case for sales investments to be done?
- Are these deals of high potential in terms of revenue and win-probability?

"Saying no is one of the hardest things in sales and in business.“

•
•
•

An effective discovery phase enables you to qualify opportunities effectively.
○ This requires that your lead generation must be effective, to enable you to pick and choose the right opportunities;
If we can say NO it means we did our Discover thoroughly and we will have better opportunities to pursue.
Only by following Discover systematically, you can ensure we pursue only the right opportunities for SalesPulse

Phase 1: Sales Discover
What needs to happen in
this phase

•
•

•

Establish/ maintain client relationships

What are the questions to be
answered before going to the next
phase
Why do we want the customer?

Sales Individual contacts (ex-) customers and
prospects, to gauge whether there is deal potential

•
•
•

Existing business

•

Who are the competitors, and why is our proposition
more interesting than theirs?

•
•

What are we going to offer?

•

What will be the approximate scale of offering
(Hours/ Revenue)?

•

When is the expected delivery time (approx.)? Is
there a clear deadline/ milestone for the client?

○ Potential deals can be spotted outside of

commerce (Everyone’s a salesperson)

•

New business
○ Other departments are usually not involved in

this phase

Why do we want the deal?
What is the “plan of attack”, how are we going to win
the deal?

What kind of resources will you need to fulfill the
Sales-Define phase?

Why define
•

Ensure that there is a clear understanding of the underlying client question. The question behind the question

•

Ensure that there is an agreed solution before starting to develop the actual proposal

•

Agreeing upon a clear action plan for the confirm phase. This to ensure that a winning approach is being taken and
the win-rate is maximized.

•

Define: In this phase you actually create and start executing your winning strategy and solution. To do so, it is
important you could capitalize on the relationship work done earlier (in Discover). DIFFERENTIATION from
competition and ALIGNMENT of all appropriate SalesPulse resources is key in this phase

Phase 2: Sales Define
What needs to happen in this phase?
•

Identify who is the key decision maker, how will we get these “on our side”
(extension from activities in Discover)

•

Determine what the client is looking for exactly, in terms of products/ services/
desired outcomes

What are the questions to
be answered before going
to the next phase

○ What is the “question behind the question”

•
•

Work on initial technical scoping of the client’s request
Formulate a winning sales strategy and winning solution

Additional steps in case of complex deal
•
•

Who will be in the Proposal team? (SDM, Consultant, Expert, PM, etc.)

•
•

When is which SalesPulse Senior exec. going to the client?

When is which SalesPulse consultant going to the client for co-creation or a
workshop?
Before going into qualification, conduct a “solution review”, is the proposed
solution the best that we can do?

•
•
•
•

What is the “Question behind the question”?

•

What will the proposal deadline look like (BAFO date,
presentations, check-points, etc.)?

What is the solution that we are going to offer?
Which delivery teams are going to be needed?
Who else is needed from SalesPulse to form the
winning bid team?

○ Who needs to be involved at what stage

Why Confirm

•

The confirm phase is ensures that the winning strategy and sales plan are finalized

•

In Confirm we must convey our solution to our client in a way they perceive their needs are recognized and catered for. Our proposal
(whether it is a presentation, a compilation of written plans or simple pitch) needs to have the right content and at the same time look nice,
plus have consistency. A proposal should be presented by SalesPulsens that are enabled to do so and after a proper sign off at the right
level.

Phase 3: Confirm
What needs to happen in
this phase
•

Write a winning proposal
○ Collaboration between Commerce and Consulting

and Operations where needed

•

What are the questions to be
answered before going to the next
phase

Align on exact proposed solution/ timelines/
necessary resources for delivery

•

Proper mapping of the risks and liabilities of the
proposed solution

•
•
•

Proposal is offered to the client (proposal confirm)
Negotiations are completed
Final signature is obtained

•

Pre- signature overview, including the to-be signed
papers & management summary

•

Overview of:
○ Revenue
○ Margin
○ Risks

•
•
•
•
•

What are the risks and liabilities?
What exactly are we going to offer?
What resources are needed from Ops/ Consulting?
What is the proposed delivery date?
Signature from the person with signing authority
(Edwin, Ian, Rick, Dependent on deal-size)

Phase 4: Deliver

What needs to happen in
this phase

•

Handover from commerce to Operations and/ or
consulting via PMO

•
•

Post (tender) opportunity evaluation
Knowledge capture

The winning approach for 6 weeks of proposal production
(SVS stages S-Define and Confirm)
Do not lose precious time and start directly with a winning team – producing a winning proposal needs its time

W
k
–
1

activities

Deliverables

Before start

Qualification docs
Before starting,
receiving RFP:
the Deal
Qualification is
prepared
The perfect
anticipated team
is identified
Deal Qualification

W
k
1

Team Alignment
for winning
approach

W
k
2

Winning
Solution
made

W
k
3

Winning
solution into
proposal setup

Bronze version of
proposal – incl
draft pricing

Winning strategy
for RFP answering

Winning solution
setup

All team members
individually and together
understand the complete
RFP
The (virtual) bid win room
is organized
The deliverables are
extracted, have a lead
owner and are discussed
what needs to be done
for solutioning

Make Solution building
blocks (like Transition,
governance, technical
setup, delivery
organization, …)
Make sure there is
alignment on between
solution parts
Make initial winning
costing/pricing
(no writing of proposal
yet!)

• Finish solution and
covert into ‘bullets
for answers’.
(BRONZE, see
writing instructions
slide)
• Cross check if
solution answers
ALL requirements
and is in line with
winning sales
approach

Solution alignment
meeting(s)

Bronze bullets
session with
complete bid team

WINNING
bidteam
meetings

Qualification prep
meeting (CMT)

Kick Off bid team,
RFP reading
session

Review
board
activities

Prepare
Qualification

Qualification is held
with clear GO (+
coaching / attention
points)

Solution review
(early wk 3!)

W
k
4

Refining the
answer and
solution

W
k
5

Producing
all
documents
for proposal

Silver version of
proposal

Gold version of
proposal + review
memo

• Feedback from
client: iterate
winning strategy,
solution and covert
into actions for
proposal writing
• Organize ample
reviews and gather
review inputs

• Focus on writing the
golden version of
the proposal. (also
see bronze-silvergold writing tips)

Silver review
meeting(s)

Gold review
meetings

W
k
6

Proposal
review and
finalization

Final winning
proposal. Costs
calculation
Last iterations:
check winning
themes,
completeness and
consistency.
Language, ok?
Make sure
management can
approve (risks and
opportunities
identified, financials
clear)

Proposal review

